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The latitudinal biodiversity gradient (LBG), in which species richness
decreases from tropical to polar regions, is a pervasive pattern of the
modern biosphere. Although the distribution of fossil occurrences suggests
this pattern has varied through deep time, the recognition of palaeobio-
geographic patterns is hampered by geological and anthropogenic biases.
In particular, spatial sampling heterogeneity has the capacity to impact
upon the reconstruction of deep time LBGs. Here we use a simulation frame-
work to test the detectability of three different types of LBG (flat, unimodal
and bimodal) over the last 300 Myr. We show that heterogeneity in spatial
sampling significantly impacts upon the detectability of genuine LBGs,
with known biodiversity patterns regularly obscured after applying the
spatial sampling window of fossil collections. Sampling-standardization
aids the reconstruction of relative biodiversity gradients, but cannot account
for artefactual absences introduced by geological and anthropogenic biases.
Therefore, we argue that some previous studies might have failed to recover
the ‘true’ LBG type owing to incomplete and heterogeneous sampling, par-
ticularly between 200 and 20 Ma. Furthermore, these issues also have the
potential to bias global estimates of past biodiversity, as well as inhibit the
recognition of extinction and radiation events.
1. Introduction
The fossil record is a spatial and temporal archive of past biodiversity that
facilitates the evaluation of trends in evolution, extinction and biological
recovery through deep time. It also provides critical context for understanding
the impact of ongoing and future climatic change on global ecosystems, and
offers potentially vital information for current conservation efforts [1,2]. How-
ever, this archive is impacted by preservational and sampling biases that
render it incomplete and potentially misleading [3–9]. Despite a growing
number of mitigating techniques (e.g. [10]), understanding the degree to
which these biases control our perception of spatial biodiversity patterns in
deep time is still particularly challenging [9,11]. What questions can palaeobiol-
ogists truly ask of the fossil record given the quality of data? Is it possible to
evaluate macroecological patterns throughout Earth’s history (e.g. [12–14]), or
is there a limit to the scale of the questions that can be asked of a biased dataset?

The latitudinal biodiversity gradient (LBG), in which species richness
decreases from tropical to polar latitudes, is one of the most recognizable
global macroecological patterns today. Although the present-day LBG has
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the workflow of this study. (a) Species’
occurrences and diversity are simulated to conform to a ‘known’ latitudinal
biodiversity gradient; (b) the simulated species’ occurrences are spatially
sampled by the ‘known’ sampling window (i.e. fossil collections); (c) the lati-
tudinal biodiversity gradient is computed from the sampled simulated
occurrences to assess how representative it is of the simulated ‘known’ lati-
tudinal biodiversity gradient; (d) classical rarefaction is applied to assess
whether sampling-standardization can aid reconstruction of relative diversity
patterns. (a–c) Light blue shaded area represents the extent of the tropics.
(b) Blue cells indicate sampled localities. (c) Dark blue ribbon depicts the
latitudinal spatial sampling coverage (corresponding to blue cells in b).
(Online version in colour.)
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been extensively documented and its causes debated for over
two centuries [15–17], it is only in recent decades that large-
scale variation in biodiversity has been considered within a
deep time context [18–21]. Fossil occurrence data suggest
that the ‘modern-type’ (unimodal) LBG was not always
present, with a range of taxonomic groups across different
environments characterized by flattened or even bimodal
gradients in deep time (e.g. [13,14,22–30]). However, the
extent to which these latitudinal patterns are the result of
inherent biases (such as variable fossil preservation, strati-
graphic completeness and geographical sampling bias), as
opposed to biological processes, remains uncertain (e.g. [3–9]).

Severalmethodologies have been developed to standardize
sampling and mitigate problems associated with uneven
‘raw’ occurrence data [31]. These approaches have most com-
monly been applied to allow comparisons between temporal
bins (e.g. [9,10,31–34]). However, it is also recognized that
spatial bias in sampling (e.g. preferential sampling in western
Europe and North America) also skews observed palaeobio-
geographic patterns [3–9,11,35,36]. Although sampling-
standardization approaches have been implemented between
palaeolatitudinal bins in some studies (e.g. [13,14]), these
methods do not explicitly address the spatio-temporal hetero-
geneity of sampled geographical area [9,11,37]. As inherently
spatial patterns, estimations of LBGs in deep time have the
capacity to be particularly impacted by this bias: variation in
the geographical area sampled by palaeontologists, between
different palaeolatitudinal bands, can result in radically differ-
ent sizes of sampled occurrences, which is in turn a strong
control on taxon counts [11,37]. Consequently, despite the criti-
cal information contained within the fossil record, it is possible
that limited and heterogeneous spatial sampling has prevented
the reconstruction of genuine LBGs in deep time.

Here, we use a simulation framework to test the impact of
spatial sampling bias on deep time palaeobiogeographic
patterns in shallow marine environments. We simulated
occurrence data conforming to three different types of LBG
(flat, unimodal and bimodal) using palaeogeographies
of 56 stratigraphic stages spanning the beginning of the
Permian, to the end of the Neogene (Asselian–Piacenzian;
298.9–2.58 Ma). This time period covers a range of major
Earth system changes, including transitions from greenhouse
to icehouse climatic regimes, which are considered to be a
major driver in the spatial distribution of biodiversity [20].
The simulated data were then spatially filtered using the
global palaeogeographic sampling window of fossil collec-
tions for each stage (sourced from the Paleobiology
Database (PBDB)), retaining only simulated occurrences that
were found within 1° × 1° grid cells that contained a real
fossil collection. Simulated (using the raw dataset) and
sampled (using the filtered dataset) palaeolatitudinal biodi-
versity curves were then constructed and compared to
quantify the data lost between the ‘known’ and sampled
fossil record. We also evaluated the use of sampling-stan-
dardization methods in reconstructing different types of
LBGs in the light of variable spatial sampling through time.
Finally, we document the palaeogeographic evolution of
spatial sampling through time, and its impact on our under-
standing of the LBG in deep time. Our approach emulates
how the true distribution of biodiversity might be masked
by the ‘known’ spatial sampling window, and tests whether
genuine LBGs can be reconstructed from the fossil record
(figure 1).
2. Methods
(a) Simulation overview
We simulated marine invertebrate occurrence data
constrained to three different types of LBG for the last 300 Myr:
(i) an LBG with no specified peak in biodiversity (flat-type);
(ii) a tropical peak in biodiversity with a sharp decline towards
the poles (unimodal-type); and (iii) temperate peaks in biodiver-
sity that decline towards the poles and equator (bimodal-type)
(electronic supplementary material, figures S1–S2). All simu-
lations were performed in R ver. 3.6.2 [38] and the code is
available on GitHub (https://github.com/LewisAJones/LBG_
sim). Below, we provide an overview of the simulation protocol
(see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1 for a graphi-
cal representation).

To generate realistic LBGs, we simulated (with 100 replica-
tions) the distribution of 1000 species on stage-level (Asselian
(Permian) to Piacenzian (Neogene)) palaeogeographies (1° × 1°)
using weighted probability grids equating to each LBG type
(electronic supplementary material, figure S3). Probability grids
were used to define an initial point for each ‘virtual’ species

https://github.com/LewisAJones/LBG_sim
https://github.com/LewisAJones/LBG_sim
https://github.com/LewisAJones/LBG_sim
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(e.g. in a unimodal-type LBG, this point would preferentially be
allocated in the tropics). This point was then used to define the
centre of a distance probability grid on which the occurrences
of each species were generated (electronic supplementary
material, figure S1). We opted to simulate a group constrained
to shallow marine environments (less than or equal to 200 m
depth, approximating the photic zone), and therefore clipped
probability grids prior to initial point generation using digital
elevation models (DEMs) provided by Getech PLC. These
DEMs provide global gridded data (1° × 1°) on topography and
bathymetry at stratigraphic stage level [39,40]. In order to pro-
duce realistic distributions of species, we assessed empirical
range size and occurrence frequency distributions of present-
day species within five major marine invertebrate groups
(anthozoans, bivalves, brachiopods, echinoids and sponges),
from data housed within the Ocean Biogeographic Information
System (https://obis.org/) (electronic supplementary material,
figures S4–S6). Using these data, we randomly computed the
extent (range size; electronic supplementary material, table S1)
of the distance probability grid and the number of occurrences
for each species (between 1 and 300), based on an exponential
decay curve (electronic supplementary material, figures S4–S6).
We used Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample tests to assess the
similarity of our simulated species’ geographical range sizes
and occurrence frequency distributions to those of empirical
groups (anthozoans, bivalves, brachiopods, echinoids and
sponges). These tests indicate a mixture of statistically significant
( p < 0.05) and insignificant ( p≥ 0.05) differences depending on
the pairwise combination of simulated and empirical groups,
and the metric used to compare them (electronic supplementary
material, tables S2–S3). However, similar results were found for
tests between empirical groups (electronic supplementary
material, tables S2–S3). Although our simulations are designed
to constrain different LBG types, the steepness of these gradients
is also reliant on the distribution of available shallow marine area
for populating with occurrences, producing more realistic distri-
butions for each time interval (i.e. a species–area relationship
[41]). For instance, if a latitudinal band has twice as many cells
as another latitudinal band, but the cells in those bands have
the same weighted probability, the former is likely to be much
more diverse than the latter.
(b) Spatial sampling coverage and extent
To test how spatial sampling influences our understanding of the
LBG through time, we sampled our simulated occurrence data
using the palaeogeographic sampling window of real fossil col-
lections for each stratigraphic stage. To generate our per-stage
sampling window, we downloaded all available Asselian–
Piacenzian marine collection data from the PBDB (www.paleo-
biodb.org) on the 28 September 2020, yielding 108 108 fossil
collections. Using the palaeo-coordinates of collections (rotated
using the GPlates plate model [42]), we produced global stage-
level grids (1° × 1°) of sampled area at the same extent of our
DEMs, such that a grid cell would be deemed to have been
sampled if at least one collection appeared within it. Our
sampled grids were then filtered to include only cells falling
within our shallow marine area grids.

For the purposes of this study, we establish a metric that we
term ‘spatial sampling coverage’ (SSC) to assess whether the
available sampled area controls biodiversity estimates between
stages and palaeolatitudinal bins. Here, SSC is defined as the
percentage of sampled cells (cells containing collections) within
a chosen set of available cells (total number of cells within the
shallow marine grid). As we were also interested in the spatial
extent of sampling in the fossil record, we calculated the
summed minimum-spanning tree (MST) length, the minimum
total distance of segments capable of connecting all sampled
cells (cells containing at least one collection), using the spantree()
function from the R package ‘vegan’ [43]. We calculated the SSC
and summed MST length for each stage at both a global scale,
and within 15° palaeolatitudinal bins, for comparison with
biodiversity estimates.

(c) Latitudinal biodiversity gradient analyses
To test the extent to which relative biodiversity patterns can be
recovered from degraded samples, we computed the mean rich-
ness for simulated, sampled, and sampling-standardized LBGs
for each stage. All LBGswere computedwithin 15° palaeolatitudi-
nal bins, a commonbin size used in deep time studies (e.g. [14,26]).
For sampling-standardization, we applied classical rarefaction to
the sampled occurrence data to account for large differences in
sampling between palaeolatitudinal bins [44]. We kept the
number of occurrences drawn from each palaeolatitudinal bin at
50 occurrences, a similar threshold to previous fossil biodiversity
studies [13,45]. Sampling-standardization was implemented
with 1000 bootstrap replicates for each LBG simulation replica-
tion/type (100 × 3), with the mean richness recorded for each
palaeolatitudinal bin. Aswewere principally interested in the rela-
tive shape of LBGs, we normalized all (simulated, sampled and
sampling-standardized) LBGs within their respective stages on a
scale from 0 to 1 to produce proportional richness curves. This
was achieved by dividing the richness of each palaeolatitudinal
bin by the sum of richness across palaeolatitudinal bins for each
respective stage. Recovering ‘true’ levels of biodiversity in the
fossil record is an impossible challenge; however, the use of our
proportional richness curves provides an accurate understanding
of the relative latitudinal distribution of biodiversity.

To quantify the similarity between simulated biodiversity
curves and sampled/sampling-standardized counterparts, we:
(i) calculated ‘model residuals’ by subtracting simulated
biodiversity curves from their sampled/sampling-standardized
counterparts to determine in which palaeolatitudinal bins
associated richness is over- or under-represented; (ii) compu-
ted correlations (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r) between
pairwise combinations of simulated, sampled and sampling-
standardized biodiversity curves for each stage and LBG type;
and (iii) quantified the total displacement (D) between pairwise
combinations of simulated, sampled and sampling-standardized
biodiversity curves for each stage and LBG type using:

D ¼
Xn

j¼1

dj ,

where d represents the absolute (i.e. the non-negative value) differ-
ence in richness between curves for each palaeolatitudinal bin for
j = 1, 2,… ,n palaeolatitudinal bins. Thismetric provides ameasure
of similarity between proportional (each palaeolatitudinal bin
divided by the sum of palaeolatitudinal bins) richness curves
where D values can range between 0 and 2, with 0 representing
no difference between pair-wise combinations of biodiversity
curves, and 2 indicating maximum possible difference. However,
as different types of LBG might have inherent overlap owing to
the distribution of simulated biodiversity, our comparisons of
simulated LBGs provide a null expectation of the difference
between LBG types, against which sampled and sampling-stan-
dardized LBGs can be evaluated. In addition, we used
Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample tests to evaluate the detectabil-
ity of different types of LBG after filtering by the spatial sampling
windowof fossil collections. To do so,we compared simulated bio-
diversity curves with their sampled/sampling-standardized
counterparts. Prominent peaks in palaeolatitudinal richness (e.g.
a temperate peak) are typically used to infer the shape of LBGs
in deep time (e.g. [13,29]). Therefore, we also determined the
palaeolatitudinal bin with peak biodiversity for simulated,
sampled and sampling-standardized LBGs to identify whether

https://obis.org/
https://obis.org/
http://www.paleobiodb.org
http://www.paleobiodb.org
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limited spatial sampling shifted the observed peak in biodiversity
between palaeolatitudinal bins and zones: tropics (0–30° N/S),
temperate (30–60° N/S) and polar (60–90°N/S).

To provide insight into the impact of heterogeneous spatial
sampling,wecalculated the coefficientofdetermination (R2) between
species richness (simulated, sampled and sampling-standardized)
and SSC/summed MST length for each palaeolatitudinal bin and
LBG type. Specifically, these tests determine whether palaeolatitudi-
nal sampling drives observed biodiversity trends, and hence the
detectability of different types of LBG.

Finally, for each of our LBG types, we also computed the
sampled global richness to assess whether variation in our spatial
sampling window impacted upon sampled global biodiversity for
different types of LBGs. We did so by calculating the coefficient of
determination (R2) between global sampled richness and global
SSC/summed MST length for each LBG type.
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Figure 2. Spatial sampling coverage (SSC) (a) and extent (b) for shallow
marine environments in the Asselian–Piacenzian (298.9–2.58 Ma; Per-
mian–Neogene) fossil record. (a) SSC is calculated as the percentage of
sampled cells within available cells, where available cells are those within
shallow marine grids (less than or equal to 200 m). (b) Summed minimum
spanning tree (MST) length (km) is calculated as the minimum total length
of all segments connecting sampled cells within shallow marine environ-
ments. Grey tiles (a–b) illustrate palaeolatitudinal bins with values of 0
for ease of identification. Sampling metrics (SSC and MST) are computed
within 15° palaeolatitudinal bins for each stratigraphic stage and were calcu-
lated at a spatial resolution of 1° × 1° (approx. 110 × 110 km2 at the
Equator). Period abbreviations are as follows: Permian (P), Triassic (Tr), Jur-
assic (Jr), Cretaceous (K), Palaeogene (Pg) and Neogene (Ng). (Online version
in colour.)

.R.Soc.B
288:20202762
3. Results
(a) Spatial sampling coverage and extent
Analyses of fossil collections indicate palaeogeographic
SSC is heterogeneous through both time and space. Global
SSC does not exceed 2% for any stage, with a mean global SSC
of 0.70% (±0.32% standard deviation) across all 56 geological
stages spanning approximately 300 Myr (electronic supplemen-
tarymaterial, figure S7a). Palaeolatitudinal SSC is relatively high
for palaeolatitudinal bin 30–45°N with a mean SSC of 2.68%
across all geological stages (figure 2a).However, all other palaeo-
latitudinal bins have a mean SSC lower than 1.5%, indicating
unevenness in palaeolatitudinal sampling (figure 2a). In
addition, there is notable temporal variability within palaeolati-
tudinal bins. For example, palaeolatitudinal bin 30–45°N has an
SSC of 1.20% for the Barremian (Cretaceous), whereas the sub-
sequent stage (Aptian, Cretaceous) has an SSC of 3.76%
(figure 2a). Furthermore, approximately 40% of palaeolatitudi-
nal bins have an SSC of 0%, indicating substantial data
absence along our time series. Overall, SSC is generally
skewed towards 30–45°N from the Late Triassic (Norian) to
the Neogene (Piacenzian) (figure 2a).

The palaeogeographic spread of sampled shallow marine
area, measured by summedMST length, indicates similar tem-
poral and spatial heterogeneity to SSC. Global summed MST
length has a mean value of 44 936 km, with a standard
deviation of 12 308 km, across all 56 stratigraphic stages
(electronic supplementary material, figure S7b). Mean palaeo-
latitudinal summedMST length is highest for palaeolatitudinal
bin 30–45°N at 14 865 km, and lowest for 75–90° S at just
365 km. All other palaeolatitudinal bins range between 1009
and 10 921 km (figure 2b). Temporal variability in the palaeo-
geographic spread of sampling within palaeolatitudinal bins
is also substantial. For example, the palaeolatitudinal bin
30–45°N has a summed MST length of 9168 km for the
Ladinian, which is more than double that of the former strati-
graphic stage (Anisian: 3650 km) (figure 2b). Furthermore,
approximately 50% of palaeolatitudinal bins have a palaeo-
geographic sampling spread of 0 km (owing to either 1 or no
cells being sampled in the bin).
(b) Latitudinal biodiversity gradient analyses
Broad changes between simulated palaeolatitudinal bio-
diversity curves and their sampled/sampling-standardized
counterparts can be observed in figure 3 (stage-level plots
are included in the electronic supplementary material 2).
Analyses of model residuals indicate that biodiversity is fre-
quently over-represented at temperate palaeolatitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere (30–45°N), after filtering occurrences
by the palaeogeographic sampling window of fossil collections
(electronic supplementary material, figure S8). Conversely,
palaeolatitudinal bins in the tropics frequently have their associ-
ated species richness under-represented, as does most of the
Southern Hemisphere (electronic supplementary material,
figure S8). Sampling-standardization tends to reduce model
residuals for palaeolatitudinal bins with sufficient spatial
sampling coverage, but has no effect on the approximately
40% of bins suffering from a total lack of sampling.

The total displacement between pairwise combinations of
latitudinal biodiversity gradients provides insight into the
similarity between simulated, sampled and sampling-standar-
dized biodiversity curves (electronic supplementary material,
figures S9–S10). Overall, displacement scores suggest sampled
and sampling-standardized biodiversity curves tend to be a
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poor representation of their ‘true’ (simulated) gradient (elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S9). Furthermore,
simulated LBG types may converge after sampling (electronic
supplementary material, figure S10). Simulated unimodal-
and bimodal-type LBGs maintain a fairly constant displace-
ment (µ = 1.27, σ = 0.07) along the entire time series (figure 4).
However, after filtering by the spatial sampling window
of fossil collections, displacement scores between sampled
unimodal- and bimodal-type LBGs (µ = 1.04, σ = 0.26) are sig-
nificantly lower than those of simulated LBGs, indicating
increased similarity between biodiversity curves (p < 0.001;
Wilcoxon rank sum test). Notably, the displacement between
unimodal- and bimodal-type biodiversity curves is sub-
stantially lowered for numerous stages after sampling; for
example, the displacement between Hettangian LBGs is
reduced from 1.22 to 0.35 (figure 4), and the resulting sampled
biodiversity curves appear virtually identical, regardless of the
underlying simulated distribution of biodiversity (electronic
supplementary material 2: Hettangian). This is particularly
evident in the following stages: Hettangian–Pliensbachian
(Jurassic), Santonian (Cretaceous), Danian, Bartonian, and
Chattian (Palaeogene) (figure 4; electronic supplementary
material, S2). Conversely, displacement scores between
sampled unimodal- and bimodal-type LBGs are comparatively
high for most of the Permian, Triassic and Neogene (figure 4),
making it possible to distinguish between simulated LBG types
(see stage-level plots in the electronic supplementary material,
S2). These findings are supported by the relatively low dis-
placement scores found between unimodal-type simulated
and sampled LBGs, as well as bimodal-type simulated and
sampled LBGs (electronic supplementary material, figure S9).
Sampling-standardization tends not to improve upon
these observed trends, with displacement scores between
sampling-standardized unimodal- and bimodal-type LBGs
(µ = 0.93, σ = 0.22; figure 4) significantly lower than those
from sampled LBGs ( p < 0.01; Wilcoxon rank sum test).

We calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between
pairwise combinations of LBGs to further test the similarity
between palaeolatitudinal biodiversity curves. Mean Pearson’s
r scores suggest that sampled (flat: 0.372; unimodal: 0.722;
bimodal: 0.743) and sampling-standardized (flat: 0.460; unim-
odal: 0.721; bimodal: 0.865) LBGs are relatively representative
of their ‘true’ (simulated) underlying gradient (electronic sup-
plementary material, figure S11). However, the standard
deviation of Pearson’s r scores demonstrates that this is
highly variable across stratigraphic stages for both sampled
(flat: 0.211; unimodal: 0.166; bimodal: 0.153) and sampling-
standardized (flat: 0.286; unimodal: 0.253; bimodal: 0.117)
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LBGs (electronic supplementary material, figure S11). Further-
more, Pearson’s r scores are generally insignificant (p≥ 0.05)
for both sampled and sampling-standardized LBGs (electronic
supplementary material, figure S11). The ability to recover
different simulated LBG types is variable across the time
series. For example, simulated and sampled/sampling-stan-
dardized biodiversity curves are generally highly correlated
for unimodal- and bimodal-type LBGs during the Permian
and Triassic. However, for flat-type LBGs, simulated and
sampled/sampling-standardized biodiversity curves tend to
beweakly correlated in the Permian (electronic supplementary
material, figure S11). Pairwise comparisons between types of
LBG suggest sampled flat-, unimodal- and bimodal-type diver-
sity curves are all significantly ( p < 0.001; Wilcoxon rank sum
test) more correlated to one another, than their ‘true’ simulated
counterpart (electronic supplementary material, figure S12).
This trend is also observed for pairwise comparisons between
simulated and sampling-standardized biodiversity curves
( p < 0.001; Wilcoxon rank sum test). Furthermore, sampled
biodiversity curves for all LBG types are notably more cor-
related to one another in the Jurassic–Palaeogene than the
Permian and Triassic (electronic supplementary material,
figure S12). Finally, Pearson’s r scores between different types
of sampled/sampling-standardized LBGs tend to be statisti-
cally significant ( p < 0.05), while simulated are not (electronic
supplementary material, figure S12).

We evaluated the detectability of LBGs in deep time by
comparing simulated biodiversity curves with their sampled/
sampling-standardized counterparts using Kolmogorov–
Smirnov two-sample tests. Based on this analysis, we found
that 25 out of 56 (approx. 45%) of flat-, 12 out of 56
(approx. 21%) of unimodal-, and 23 out of 56 (approx. 41%)
bimodal-type sampled LBGs were statistically different
(p < 0.05) from their simulated counterparts (electronic
supplementary material, figure S13). At face value, sampling-
standardization would appear to generally improve upon this
with only 17 out of 56 (approx. 30%) of flat-, 10 out of 56
(approx. 18%) of unimodal- and 21 out of 56 (approx. 38%)
bimodal-type LBGs statistically different from their simulated
counterparts (p < 0.05). However, these results are influenced
by the presence of palaeolatitudinal bins without richness
estimates (i.e. reducing sample size).

Computation of the palaeolatitudinal zone with peak rich-
ness indicates that sampled flat- and unimodal-type LBGs
would have their genuine zonal (tropics, temperate or polar)
peak in biodiversity recovered in approximately 30% and
73% of stages, respectively (electronic supplementary material,
table S4). When considering the exact palaeolatitudinal
bin with peak biodiversity, these figures are reduced to
approximately 18% for flat- and approximately 48% for unim-
odal-type LBGs (electronic supplementary material, table S4;
figure S14). However, for bimodal-type LBGs, the exact palaeo-
latitudinal bin with peak richness would be recovered for
approximately 70% of stages, and approximately 96% when
considering the correct palaeolatitudinal zone (i.e. temperate
regions). Distinguishing between types of LBG after sampling
is often not possible with both tropical (unimodal-type
LBG) and temperate (bimodal-type LBG) peaks in biodiversity
only identifiable in approximately 70% stages. Sampling-
standardization only minorly improves upon these
observations (electronic supplementary material, table S4).
Notably, palaeolatitudinal peaks in richness are regularly
shifted to 30–45°N after filtering by the spatial sampling
window of fossil collections, regardless of the underlying dis-
tribution of biodiversity (electronic supplementary material,
figure S14).

We tested the relationship between palaeolatitudinal
biodiversity (simulated, sampled and sampling-standardized
LBGs) and spatial sampling metrics (SSC and summed MST
length). Overall, coefficient of determination test results
suggest stronger relationships between sampled/sampling-
standardized palaeolatitudinal richness and sampling metrics,
than simulated palaeolatitudinal richness and sampling
metrics (electronic supplementary material, figure S15–S16).
A moderate to strong correlation was found between sampled
flat- (R2 = 0.788, p < 0.001), unimodal- (R2 = 0.492, p < 0.001),
and bimodal-type (R2 = 0.431, p < 0.001) palaeolatitudinal rich-
ness and SSC (electronic supplementary material, figure S15).
A weaker, but still significant, relationship was also observed
between sampled LBGs and summed MST length (electronic
supplementary material, figure S16): flat- (R2 = 0.471, p <
0.001), unimodal- (R2 = 0.134, p < 0.001), and bimodal-type
(R2 = 0.295, p < 0.001). Sampling-standardized LBGs indicate
similar relationships between palaeolatitudinal richness and
spatial sampling metrics, and are therefore not discussed
further (electronic supplementary material, figures S15–S16).
(c) Global biodiversity
Global richness counts from the sampled flat- (µ = 79.90;
σ = 23.93), unimodal- (µ = 119.18; σ = 27.53) and bimodal-
type (µ = 128.08; σ = 57.81) LBGs express temporal differences
in biodiversity through time, suggesting observed extinction
and radiation events might be influenced by both underlying
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patterns of biodiversity and sampling (electronic supple-
mentary material, figure S17). Coefficient of determination
results suggest that global SSC explains a large proportion
of the variance observed in global richness for sampled flat-
(R2 = 0.941, p < 0.001), unimodal- (R2 = 0.659, p < 0.001),
and bimodal-type (R2 = 0.417, p < 0.001) LBGs (electronic sup-
plementary material, figure S18). Similar results are observed
between global sampled diversity and summed MST length
(electronic supplementary material, figure S18): flat- (R2 =
0.503, p < 0.001), unimodal- (R2 = 0.262, p < 0.001), and bimo-
dal-type (R2 = 0.442, p < 0.001). However, SSC appears to
generally explain more variance in sampled global diversity
than the spread of sampling (summed MST length).
Proc.R.Soc.B
288:20202762
4. Discussion
Our results show that distinguishing between different types of
LBG in deep time can be problematic owing to the limited
spatial sampling window. Spatio-temporal analyses indicate
that LBGs reconstructed from the fossil record are a poor rep-
resentation of the true distribution of past biodiversity, at
least in the shallow marine realm, with simulated LBGs and
their sampled counterparts notably different (figure 3). This
observation is especially clear from our stage-level results:
(i) model residuals suggest proportional richness is frequently
over-represented at temperate latitudes in the Northern Hemi-
sphere (30–60°N), and under-represented in the tropical
latitudes, aswell as the SouthernHemisphere; (ii) displacement
scores (D) indicate considerable difference between simulated
LBGs and their sampled counterparts for all LBG types;
(iii) Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) scores demonstrate
spatio-temporal variability in the relationships between simu-
lated and sampled LBGs; (iv) Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-
sample tests suggest statistically significant differences
between simulated LBGs and their sampled counterparts;
and (v) analyses of the palaeolatitudinal zone (tropics, temper-
ate or polar regions) with peak richness suggests that sampled
flat- and unimodal-type LBGs frequently have peaks in diver-
sity within different palaeolatitudinal zones to their simulated
counterparts.

The same pattern of signal degradation following sampling
is observed when comparing LBG types. While our results
generally indicate non-significant low to moderate correlations
between different types of simulated LBG (flat-, unimodal- and
bimodal-type), sampled pairwise comparisons are frequently
significant, and highly correlated (electronic supplementary
material, figure S12). This finding is supported by displace-
ment scores between pairwise combinations of different
types of simulated LBGs, which indicate relatively sustained
differences throughout the time period of study (figure 4 and
electronic supplementary material, figure S10). However,
after applying the spatial sampling window of fossil
collections, the displacement between sampled LBGs is
significantly reduced from their simulated counterparts.
Consequently, despite different empirical distributions of bio-
diversity, relative biodiversity patterns might converge after
sampling. As a result, differentiating between types of sampled
LBGs can be problematic; for example, in approximately 30%
of stages we cannot accurately identify both tropical and
temperate peaks in biodiversity (electronic supplementary
material, figure S14). Our results corroborate previous studies
(e.g. [11,24,46]) in suggesting that deep time macroecological
patterns have the capacity to be strongly shaped by the avail-
able spatial sampling window, as opposed to the genuine
distribution of biodiversity (figure 3). Considering that our
sampling regime (all occurrenceswithin a sampled cell are pre-
served and selected) is an impossible ‘best case’ scenario for the
fossil record, it is likely that the impacts of variable spatial
sampling are more severe than reported here.

We support previous findings that demonstrate a tem-
poral shift in palaeolatitudinal sampling from the Permian
towards the present-day [4,37,47]. In general, this shift
follows a poleward drift from relatively equable palaeolatitu-
dinal sampling in the Permian and Triassic, to temperate
palaeolatitudes in the Jurassic to Palaeogene (figure 2).
While the spatial extent of sampling is more equable in the
Neogene, spatial sampling coverage is still skewed towards
30–45° N (figure 2). Remarkably, the skewness in palaeolati-
tudinal spatial sampling towards 30–45° N is well
represented by our LBG simulations (figures 2 and 3).
While approximately 70% of the genuine palaeolatitudinal
peaks in richness would be detected for bimodal-type
LBGs, only approximately 18% of flat- and 50% of unimo-
dal-type LBGs would have their genuine peak in diversity
observed in their correct palaeolatitudinal bin (electronic
supplementary material, table S4). Regardless of the simu-
lated distribution of biodiversity, palaeolatitudinal peaks
frequently converge on 30–45° N after applying the spatial
sampling window of fossil collections (electronic supplemen-
tary material, figure S14). Although this is largely related to
the palaeo-location of the USA, China and Europe (i.e.
regions of high sampling intensity) [48,49], the presence of
major epicontinental seas (e.g. Laurasian andWestern Interior
seaways) in the Northern Hemisphere during the Mesozoic
enhanced the available area for shallow marine faunas, contri-
buting to the heterogeneous spatial distribution of shallow
marine fossils [50–52]. This is supported by our simulated
flat-type LBGs, which simulate high Mesozoic biodiversity in
the Northern Hemisphere (electronic supplementary material,
figure S14).

Sampling-standardization has become a commonplace
methodology in palaeontological studies for reducing
the impact of fossil record bias upon diversity curves
[9,14,29,30,32,34]. Our results indicate that while sampling-
standardization alleviates some issues of data quality, it is
often confounded by spatial sampling variability. When
broken down by LBG type, our simulation results show that
sampling-standardization tends to decrease the displacement
between simulated and sampled LBGs, improving relative
palaeolatitudinal richness ratios (electronic supplementary
material, figure S9). This improvement is more prominent in
bimodal-type LBGs than unimodal-type LBGs, as a direct
result of the close agreement between simulated bimodal-
type LBGs and the spatial sampling window along our time
series (figures 2 and 3; electronic supplementary material,
figure S9). However, despite this improvement, sampling-
standardization generally decreases the total displacement
between unimodal- and bimodal-type LBGs across the entire
time series, therefore increasing similarity between LBG
types (figure 4). This is further supported by sampling-
standardization failing to differentiate between artificial
similar palaeolatitudinal peaks in richness between different
types of LBG (electronic supplementary material, figure S14).
In addition, sampling-standardized LBGs tend to maintain
moderate to strong positive correlations (Pearson’s r) between
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pairwise combinations of LBG type (electronic supplementary
material, figure S12). However, this shortfall is not the result of
the elected sampling-standardization approach, but the avail-
able data. Numerous palaeolatitudinal bins (approx. 40%) in
our study period have zero SSC, and hence zero species occur-
rences after applying the available spatial sampling window,
which prevents the computation of rarefied biodiversity esti-
mates. Owing to this data absence, as well as preferential
sampling between 30–45°N during the Mesozoic, sampling-
standardized LBGs frequently identify a 30–45°N peak in
biodiversity (stage-level plots available within the electronic
supplementary material, S2). It is possible that other
sampling-standardization approaches such as shareholder
quorum subsampling [33] and extrapolators (e.g. Chao 2
[53]) might perform better in estimating relative biodiversity
patterns, when sufficient data are available [32]. However, as
approximately 40% of palaeolatitudinal bins suffer from com-
plete data absence, which no sampling-standardization
approach can account for, it is unlikely to improve upon the
detectability of genuine LBGs in deep time.

Our results additionally allow us to identify particular
time intervals that might be well or poorly suited for recon-
structing LBGs in deep time. The reconstruction of different
types of LBG appears to be particularly challenging for the
Hettangian–Pliensbachian (Jurassic), Santonian (Cretaceous),
Danian, Bartonian and Chattian (Palaeogene) (figure 4).
During these intervals, simulated unimodal- and bimodal-
type LBGs are almost identical after applying the spatial
sampling window (see the electronic supplementary material,
S2 for individual stage-level plots). This limitation is driven by
skewed palaeolatitudinal sampling towards the Northern
Hemisphere (figure 2). However, it should also be noted that
when skewness in palaeolatitudinal sampling is more equable,
the reconstruction of different types of LBG is possible, such as
during the Permian and Early Triassic (figure 2–4). Neverthe-
less, skewed palaeolatitudinal sampling may be negated at
higher SSCowing to latitudinal differences in species discovery
curves (e.g. if diversity is genuinely greater at lower latitudes,
more species might be discovered in smaller sampled areas
here, than larger sampled areas at higher latitudes).

Although these issues are mostly a concern for spatial
studies, the temporal component of biodiversity is also
strongly affected. Our global biodiversity curves, constructed
from sampled LBGs, support the hypothesis that palaeolati-
tudinal sampling bias impacts upon our understanding of
phenomena such as extinction and radiation events [4] (elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S17). As shown above,
a large proportion of our understanding of the Mesozoic and
Cenozoic fossil record is sourced from a single palaeolatitudi-
nal band (30–45°) within the Northern Hemisphere [4,37].
If the LBG has varied through time, with shifts between
temperate and tropical latitudinal peaks, this could add vola-
tility to global biodiversity curves that have not accounted for
palaeolatitudinal SSC [11]. If sampling remains focused on
one palaeolatitudinal bin through time, a genuine alternation
in the LBG from a temperate to tropical peak could instead
appear in the fossil record as a major extinction or radiation
event [4,25].

It should be noted that our study is not without limitations.
Firstly, our models are simple, with biodiversity patterns only
driven by our specified type of LBG, with the steepness of
these gradients influenced by the available shallow marine
area (cells), emulating the species–area relationship. As such,
they are not influenced by other factors that are probably cru-
cial to the formation of the LBG, such as climate [54,55].
Although both abiotic and biotic drivers have been hypoth-
esized to contribute to the formation of LBGs, here we are
principally interested in whether different relative latitudinal
biodiversity patterns can be reconstructed after applying the
‘known’ sampling window, rather than reconstructing
‘actual’ biodiversity patterns in deep time. The results pre-
sented here might also be dependent upon our sampling
protocol in which we sampled all occurrences (and hence bio-
diversity) within a cell providing it contains at least one
collection. This simplified approach ignores the relationship
between the number of samples (i.e. collections) and observed
richness (i.e. richness-sample accumulation curve). However,
using a weighted approach based on the number of collections
within cells to sample occurrences would only further support
the trends reported here, owing to the concentration of collec-
tions between 30–45°N for the majority of our time series.
The results presented here might also be dependent upon the
DEMs and palaeorotations used in this study, necessitated by
data availability. While analyses using different versions of
DEMs and palaeorotation models might produce different
results to those presented here, it is likely that they would
not change the general trends observed in this study. As our
simulated occurrence data emulate those of modern marine
invertebrates, there may be differences in the range size and
occurrence frequency distributions of fossil and simulated
taxa owing to time averaging effects. However, as fossil occur-
rence data is inherently biased by a number of anthropogenic
and geological filters, approximating range size and frequency
distributions from these data is likely to be a poorer approxi-
mation of these attributes than modern occurrence data.
Finally, our study is limited by design to the shallow marine
realm. While the impact of variable spatial sampling on esti-
mates of terrestrial diversity is well documented [11,24,56,57],
it is likely that reconstructing LBGs on land is also challenging
as the terrestrial fossil record is generally less complete and
abundant than the marine fossil record [49]. Constraining the
impact of spatial sampling heterogeneity on terrestrial, as
well as marine systems, is imperative as the LBG might
respond differently on land compared to the marine realm
[29,30,58]. In particular, terrestrial LBGs might be influenced
by different drivers (e.g. precipitation [54]), which could in
turn influence their relationship with sampling.

Our study highlights the impact of spatial bias on our
understanding of past biogeographic patterns, identifying
the potential issues of applying sampling-standardization
methods without considering the heterogeneity of global
sampling. While our results show the application of such
methods is not meaningless, they do highlight key issues
with current approaches for reconstructing macroecological
patterns in deep time. Specifically, these methods cannot
account for artefactual data absence, which we show can lead
to erroneous conclusions. The advent of large, research com-
munity-driven palaeontological databases has substantially
improved the availability of presence/occurrence information.
However, few publicly accessible records succeed in docu-
menting and differentiating between sites that have been
sampled with no fossil occurrences found (sampled absence),
versus sites that have not been sampled and therefore do not
record fossil occurrences (potentially false absences). Inferen-
tial methods commonly used in ecology, such as ecological
niche and occupancy modelling might therefore represent an
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alternative approach to identify where we might be missing
data, although they remain in their infancy in palaeobiological
studies [59–62]. While these methods cannot replace prospect-
ing for fossil sites, or inform us directly about biodiversity,
they allow us to infer what data we might be missing,
and from where. However, we contend that only additional
sampling within relatively poorly sampled regions will pro-
vide empirical evidence on past latitudinal biodiversity
patterns. Collecting fossil data from such under-sampled
regions provides an opportunity to improve our understand-
ing of the evolution and distribution of life on Earth, and will
ultimately help to resolve many of the current inadequacies
highlighted in this study. Overall, our results suggest caution
should be exercised when attempting to reconstruct LBGs in
deep time, with current occurrence-based methods susceptible
to the impact of heterogeneity in spatial sampling.
Soc.B
288:20202762
5. Conclusion
Our simulated LBGs suggest that the current distribution of
sampled area of shallow marine fossils frequently hinders the
differentiation between types of LBG. A long-term poleward
shift in the palaeolatitudinal sampling window is observed,
which enables different types of LBGs to be readily identified
in the Permian and Triassic when palaeolatitudinal sampling
was less skewed towards temperate palaeolatitudes. The recon-
struction of unimodal gradients (tropical peaks) in the Jurassic,
Cretaceous and Palaeogene is limited owing to skewed
sampling towards northern temperate regions. However, more
equable palaeolatitudinal sampling in the Neogene permits
the recovery of unimodal gradients during this time period.
Sampling-standardization aids reconstruction of relative
biodiversity patterns when palaeolatitudinal spatial sampling
coverage is not severely skewed. However, reconstruction of
deep time LBGs is severely impacted by artefactual absences,
with 40% of palaeolatitudinal bins suffering from complete
data absence that prevents computation of sampling-standar-
dized biodiversity estimates. Consequently, previous studies
might therefore have failed to recover the ‘true’ LBG type
owing to the heterogeneous distribution of the available
sedimentary record and incomplete sampling.
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